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Rail Kit Installation
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Attach the rail assembly to your rack by inserting the brackets into the
guide holes. Use the big screws to secure the assembly if necessary.
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Before starting, make sure you have the following:
1. Another person to help with installation.
2. A screw driver (only for 13-series and older RackStation models).
3. Your RackStation or Expansion Unit.

2.

Extend the rails. Then pull the arrow-shaped latches to unlock and remove the smallest panels.

3.

Attach the panels to the sides of the unit.

4.

Slide the panels forward to secure.

13-series and older models require securing the panels
with the small screws.

5.

6.

Insert the unit into the rail assembly. Because the unit might be heavy, we recommend asking another person to help.

Pull the latches on the smallest panel to unlock the rails and
slide the unit into the rack.

7.

Gently push the unit inside. Be careful not to hurt your fingers.

Rail Kit Removal
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3.

Remove the unit and smallest panels from the rail assembly.

Reinsert the panels into the rail assembly and slide them all the
way in.

2.

Remove any screws if necessary and press the latches on the
panels to remove them from the unit.

4.

Remove any screws if necessary and press the latches located
on the brackets to release the rails from the rack.
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